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City of Vancouver

FRAMING RESILIENCE
OUR SHOCKS

EARTHQUAKE

• 30% chance of a catastrophic earthquake 
in the next 50 years

• 90,000 buildings uninhabitable, thousands 
of people injured or killed and up to $75 
billion in economic impacts

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

• Vancouver’s port lies within the most 
dense urban centre in North America

• 2015 container fire highlighted significant 
challenges with evaculation procedures

CLIMATE RELATED EXTREME WEATHER

• Climate models predict rain storms that 
are 35% more intense and correlate to a 
much higher flood risk

• Windstorms and snowstorms in the last 2 
years have led to significant costs for the 
city and community

Image: Major rain and wind storm  hitting Metro Vancouver causing flooding and power outages, September 28, 2013 Vancouver
Source: http://globalnews.ca/news/870128/mayhem-in-metro-vancouver-as-heavy-storm-causes-flooding-power-outages/
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FRAMING RESILIENCE
OUR STRESSES

AFFORDABILITY, INEQUALITY + ISOLATION

• Since 1970s incomes have increased by 9% 
while home prices have increased by 480%

• Overwhelmingly, staff and citizens confirm 
that the high cost of housing is our 
single greatest stress - we have also seen 
increasingly income inequality

• Limits capacity to build strong 
communities and withstand a turbulent 
future

ADDICTION

• Stress to people directly impacted and 
contrinbutes to decline in capacity of 
critical services

• The opiod crisis continues to have far 
reaching impacts throughout communities 
in the lower mainland

Vancouver Tent City - West Hastings Street (2016) photo credit Q
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FRAMING RESILIENCE
OUR STRESSES

WATER

• Vancouver is facing a water crisis - current 
sources will not suffice for anything other 
than potable water by 2030

SEA LEVEL RISE

• Coastal Cities at Risk ranked Metro 
Vancouver 11th most vulnerable in the 
world for exposed assets

• Conservative models predict a sea level 
rise of 1m by 2100 and 2m by 2200

A False Creek by Ronda Weppler and Trevor Mahovsky (2012) photo credit Margaret Miller
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WHAT WE ARE DOING
CITY INITIATIVES

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan

• Establishes goals and targets based on 
researched best practices from leading 
green cities around the world - aims to 
make Vancouver the world’s Greenest City 
by 2020 
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PROGRESS 
HIGHLIGHTS

311km OF BIKE NETWORK IN VANCOUVER

82,000    
NEW TREES  
PLANTED

SINCE 2010

ELECTRIC
VEHICLE

ECOSYSTEM
STRATEGY
APPROVED

HECTARES OF
NATURAL AREA
RESTORED OR 

ENHANCED

DECREASE IN  
SOLID WASTE  
SENT TO LANDFILL AND 
INCINERATOR SINCE 2008 

INCREASE IN 
NEIGHBOURHOOD  

FOOD ASSETS 
SINCE 2010

42%   

DECREASE  
-IN-  

DISTANCE  
DRIVEN  

PER PERSON 
SINCE 2007  

32%  

20

27%  
DECREASE IN 

GREENHOUSE  
GASES FROM

CITY OPERATIONS
SINCE 2007

NEW LOCAL FOOD 
AND GREEN JOBS  

SINCE 2010

49%

56%
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WHAT WE ARE DOING
CITY INITIATIVES

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan

• Establishes goals and targets based on 
researched best practices from leading 
green cities around the world - aims to 
make Vancouver the world’s Greenest City 
by 2020 

Healthy City Strategy

• Guided by a Healthy City for All - a city 
where together we are creating and 
continually improving the conditions that 
enable all of us to enjoy the highest level 
of health and well-being possible

9/29/2017 City of Vancouver Healthy City Strategy - Mom to Mom Child Poverty Initiative Society

http://www.m2mcharity.ca/city-of-vancouver-healthy-city-strategy/#prettyPhoto[gallery5733]/0/ 1/4

 Previous Next 

City of Vancouver Healthy City Strategy

We can all agree that Vancouver is a beautiful city, with vast green space, amazing mountains and skyline views – but, a

city needs more than just stunning good looks to thrive. Metro Vancouver leads Canada in economic growth and is

recognized world-wide as a well-planned, livable and sustainable city – but, also has the highest child poverty rate in the

country as many Vancouverites struggle with food, housing and employment security.

The City of Vancouver Healthy Living Strategy was developed in 2014 to help tackle these issues in vision of a healthier

Vancouver by 2025 –

“a city where together we are creating and continually improving the conditions that enable all of us to enjoy the
highest level of health and well-being possible.”

HOME ABOUT GET INVOLVED COMMUNITY BLOG DONATE

City of Vancouver Healthy City Strategy

Evaluation Announcements In The Media Newsletters

 

Tweet Like 0
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Jeannette Sirois (2014) Vancouver Public Art Platform - Reconciliation

WHAT WE ARE DOING
CITY INITIATIVES

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan

• Establishes goals and targets based on 
researched best practices from leading 
green cities around the world - aims to 
make Vancouver the world’s Greenest City 
by 2020 

Healthy City Strategy

• Guided by a Healthy City for All - a city 
where together we are creating and 
continually improving the conditions that 
enable all of us to enjoy the highest level 
of health and well-being possible

A City of Reconciliation

• Ensuring that First Nations and urban 
Aboriginal communities are better 
supported and reflected in City services 
(cultural competency, strengthening 
relations, effective decision-making)
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WHAT WE ARE DOING
CITY INITIATIVES

• Earthquake Preparedness Strategy, 

• Disaster Support Hub Initiative,

• Climate Change Adaptation Strategy, 

• Coastal Flood Risk Assessment

• Zero Emissions Building Plan, 

• Green Building Policy for Rezonings, 

• Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large 
Developments, 

• Integrated Rainwater Management Plan,

• Green Infrastructure Strategy

• Water Conservation Strategy

• Biodiversity Strategy,

• Vancouver Bird Strategy,

• Urban Forest Strategy,

• Housing Vancouver, 

• Mayor’s Task Force on Mental Health and 
Addictions

• Mayor’s Engaged City Task Force
University of British Columbia photo credit: www.ubc.ca
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WHAT WE ARE DOING
CITY INITIATIVES

Resilient Neighbourhoods Program

• The City has recently approved funding 
to support the development, pilot and 
launch of a neightbourhood resilience and 
emergency preparedness program. 

• Opportunity to reframe and transform 
the way that neighbourhoods collectively 
think about, prepare for and experience 
emergencies. 

• Uses a resilience and capacity-building 
lens to allow neighbourhoods to identify 
and build on the services and networks 
that enable them to thrive day-to-day and, 
in doing so, consider how these assets can 
be leveraged to address future hazards, 
including earthquakes and severe weather.

Neighbourhood Empowerment Network’s Resilientville exercise
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VANCOUVER
CITY DESIGN STUDIO

City Design Studio

• New division in the City of Vancouver that 
builds on the legacy of sustainable urban 
design excellence at the City

• Provides urban design direction on large 
area plans and major projects

• Lessons learned from these integrated 
design projects will inform city-wide 
initiatives in an iterative way

Design Thinking

• At its core the City Design Studio utilizes 
design-thinking to develop City policy

• Design thinking is solution-focused, action-
oriented and highly iterative

• Draws upon logic, imagincation, intuition, 
and systemic reasoning to expore 
possibilities of what could be

Oakridge Transit Centre Master Plan image credit: perkins+willimage credit: Centre for Innovation in Teaching and Learning
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Breaking Down Silos

• Urban design integrates planning, 
architecture, landscape architecture, 
social policy, transportation, real estate, 
infrastructure and economics. 

• Straddles public and private sector and 
it is strongly linked to academia. 

• Includes design, construction, 
maintenance + programming

• The City Design Studio will play a key 
role in breaking down silos across all 
of these groups and facilitating cross-
discipline conversations and innovation.

Engagement for Real

• People to contribute meaningfully to 
the planning, design and operation of 
our urban environments

• Not limited to existing residents - 
includes future residents and future 
generations

VANCOUVER
CITY DESIGN STUDIO
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Research, Innovation + Adaptation

• Large area plans and major projects 
offer a unique opportunity to develop, 
test and iterate city-wide policies and 
initiatives through the design our urban 
environments

• Creates a feedback loop of innovation, 
engagement, evaluation and adaptation 
that will strengthen and reinforce our 
resilience strategies. The City Design 
Studio will look for partnerships with 
academic institutions to:

• Implement cutting edge theory and 
practice of resilient design

• Evaluate both our process and our 
built projects

• Learn from our past and adapt for 
our future

Oakridge Transit Centre Master Plan image credit: perkins+will

VANCOUVER
CITY DESIGN STUDIO
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CITY DESIGN STUDIO
PROJECTS
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PERKINS+WILL
A CASE STUDY 

Why is Evaluation Important?

• Setting performance goals and tracking 
them throughout the design process 
increases the likelihood of achieving those 
goals

• Supports on-going advancement in 
implementation of resilience strategies

• Provides a defensible and efficient way to 
track our progress

Blatchford Redevelopment image credit: perkins+will
City of Vancouver
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PROCESS SELECTING 
INDICATORS

City of Vancouver

PROCESS SELECTING 
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Ecological Urbanism 
 

       

 Salvador Rueda 
Urban Ecology Agency of Barcelona 

Assessment  |  EcoDistricts Toolkit  |  December 2011	 1

The EcoDistricts Toolkit:
Assessment

Prioritizing Projects in an EcoDistrict

PHOTO OPTION!!

rendering: ZGF Architects and Portland Sustainability Institute

01: PROVEN - Literature Review

• Indicators should be proven in theory 
and practice and widely accepted as 
defensible indicators for community 
funtion

City Resilience Framework
City Resilience Index

April 2014 
© Ove Arup & Partners International Limited 2014
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PROCESS SELECTING 
INDICATORS

02 MEASURABLE: REAL-WORLD TESTING

Following a review of the literature, indicators 
were tested against real-world projects 
to determine which indicators could be 
measured based on information commonly 
gathered for urban design projects. To date, 
this data includes:

• Total Land Area

• Total Development Land Area

• Total Public Land Area (net ROW)

• Total ROW Land Area

• Total Building Area

• Total Residential Building Area

• Total Commercial Building Area

• Total Civic Building Area

• Average Residential Unit Area

• Total ROW Intersections
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PROCESS SELECTING 
INDICATORS

PHYSIOLOGICAL
AIR, FOOD, WATER, SHELTER, WASTE, ENERGY

SAFETY
SECURITY, EMPLOYMENT, HEALTH, PROSPERITY

BELONGING
FRIENDSHIP, FAMILY, COMMUNITY

ESTEEM
CONFIDENCE, ACHIEVEMENT, 

RESPECT

SELF-
ACTUALIZATION

MORALITY, 
CREATIVITY

*Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs
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QUALITATIVE 
project-specific 

QUANTITATIVE 
universal 

03: PRINCIPLE-BASED - Defining Success

02 Build Green Buildings + Infrastructure

01 Protect + Enhance Ecological Systems

03 Create Walkable Communities

04 Plan for Resilience

05 Promote Social Equity
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1.3 EFFECTIVE PERVIOUS AREA

Urban stormwater runoff contributes to stream erosion, 
water quality degradation, and water temperature instability. 
This degrades terrestrial and aquatic habitat and reduces 
biodiversity. Urban stormwater runoff is related to the 
amount of effective pervious surface that is not drained into 
piped stormwater infrastructure or directly into receiving 
water bodies. The smaller the effective pervious area, the 
greater the potential for negative impacts. 

1.2 NATURAL HABITAT PRESERVATION

Natural habitat preservation indicates the extent to 
which development protects, enhances and creates 
habitat. Protecting natural habitat, defined as the natural 
environment in which native species normally live, helps 
to support biodiversity which in turn performs a number 
of ecological services upon which we depend. Values over 
20% indicate a site that contributes positively contributes to 
regional habitat and biodiversity.

METRIC THRESHOLD

% OF SITE PROTECTED AS HABITAT 20%

METRIC THRESHOLD

% EFFECTIVE PERVIOUS AREA 60%

01 PROTECT + ENHANCE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

1.1 PREFERRED SITES

Preferred sites should be prioritized for development to 
improve efficiency of existing urban areas and minimize the 
destruction of agricultural lands and ecologically sensitive 
sites.

Sites are ranked according to their existing site 
characteristics, where 1 is the lowest ranking and 5 is the 
highest.

METRIC THRESHOLD

PREFERRED SITES (RANKING) 4

Previously developed contaminated site 

Previously developed site in an urban 
location (threshold) 

Previously developed site in a suburban 
location 

Sites on previously disturbed land with 
moderate ecological value 

Sites with ecological value and/or 
agricultural value and/or below the 100 
year flood level

5.

4.        

3.

2.        

1.
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R
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C
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2.2 ON-SITE RENEWABLE ENERGY

Maximizing on-site renewable energy generation improves 
energy independence and environmental performance. 
Potential renewable energy sources include:

• Wind energy,
• Solar energy (photovoltaic and thermal),
• Sewage heat capture,
• Energy from biomass (agricultural waste, forestry, 

livestock, urban and industrial wood),
• Hydropower, and
• Co-generation in the tertiary sector

METRIC THRESHOLD

% RENEWABLE ENERGY 35%

02 BUILD GREEN BUILDINGS + INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1 GREEN BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

Ensuring that new buildings are built to green building 
standards reduces long term environmental impacts 

METRIC THRESHOLD

GREEN BUILDING TARGET (RANKING) 4

2030 Challenge

LEED Platinum

LEED Gold

LEED Silver

No Requirement

5.

4.        

3.

2.        

1.

2.3 WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Providing on-site wastewater treatment diverts wastewater 
from the municipal stream and reduces potable water 

METRIC THRESHOLD

% OF WASTEWATER REUSED 25%
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3.1 INTERSECTION DENSITY

Internal connectivity should be maximized to create 
convenient access, particularly by foot, within and to the site.

Intersection density is measured as the number of 
intersections per unit of area, where the higher the number 
of intersections correlates to higher connectivity. 

METRIC THRESHOLD

NUMBER OF INTERSECTION / ACRE 0.625

3.2 TRANSIT, RETAIL + PARK PROXIMITY

Proximity to transit and daily destinations should be 
maximized to promote sustainable, affordable and 
democratic mobility. 

Transit proximity is measured by the percentage of new 
development within 400m of a transit stop with service of 
less than 10 minute headways during peak hours. Proximity 
to daily destinations is measured by calculating the 
percentage of new building area within 400m of more than 
4,000 m2 of commercial space.

METRIC THRESHOLD

% OF GFA WITHIN 400M OF TRANSIT, 80%

03 CREATE WALKABLE COMMUNITIES

3.3 RESIDENTIAL DENSITY

Optimal residential densities can support local businesses, 
transit, and amenities such as schools, institutions, 
community uses, and childcare. 

Residential density is measured as the number of people 
per unit of site area and is generally considered to require a 
critical mass of at least 30 people per gross acre to support 
transit, services and community vibrancy.

METRIC THRESHOLD

PEOPLE PER GROSS ACRE 30
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3.4 LAND USE DIVERSITY

Land use diversity is measured using the Simpson Diversity 
Index:

Where n = building area of each selected land use type 
(residential, commercial, civic) and N = total building area. 
The resulting diversity index is expressed as a value ranging 
from 0-1, where values closer to 0 mean less diversity and 
values closer to 1 mean greater diversity. 

METRIC THRESHOLD

SIMPSON’S DIVERSITY INDEX 0.6

3.5 JOBS-HOUSING BALANCE

Jobs-housing balance refers to the distribution of 
employment opportunities and workforce population across 
the site. An optimal jobs-housing balance provides local 
employment opportunities that reduce overall commuting 
distance for residents and provides increased housing near 
workplaces.

METRIC THRESHOLD

JOB - DWELLING RATIO 1.5
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4.1 CLIMATE RESILIENCE

Understanding the climate projections for our project 
areas is the first step in understanding our environmental 
vulnerabilities and establishing strategies to address these 
vulnerabilities. A high ranking in this category indicates 
that the project design addresses the social, economic and 
environmental vulnerabilities related to changing climate.

• Do you know the climate projections in your area?
• Do you know the vulnerabilities stemming from those 

projections?
• Does you project design specifically address these 

vulnerabilities and are your strategies peer reviewed or 
based in a demonstrative precedent?

METRIC THRESHOLD

CLIMATE RESILIENCE (RANKING) 4

4.2 SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESILIENCE

Engaging the local community early in the process to align 
project vision and goals with community goals can help to 
address potential adverse impacts and generate community 
capacity and resilience. Creating jobs, developing local skills, 
and fostering cultural resources and vibrant public spaces 
builds socio-economic resilience into our projects. Does the 
project:

• Meaningfully engage with affected communities?
• Create new jobs and develop local skills/capabilities?
• Identify, preserve and enhance cultural resources?
• Preserve, enhance or create public spaces that enhance 

community life?

METRIC THRESHOLD

SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESILIENCE (RANKING) 4

04 PLAN FOR RESILIENCE
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5.2 PUBLIC FACILITIES

Ensuring that all people, regardless of their socio-
demographic characteristics, have access to public facilities 
is important for social equity and cohesion. Public facilities 
include cultural spaces (libraries, churches, community 
centres), recreational (gyms, playgrounds, pools), educational 
(schools and training centres), health (hospitals, emergency 
centres) and welfare (social services).

Provision of public facilities is calculated by the sum of the 
area for each type of facility per inhabitant.

5.1 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

Public space is where a city’s character and identity is largely 
defined. Ensuring access to high quality public space is 
important to maintaining a high quality of life. Parks, plazas, 
gardens and urban forests play a vital role in the biodiversity 
of the city and provide places for walking, gathering, 
recreation and leisure. The public nature of these spaces is 
important to their long term function as public amenities.

Public space is measured by the site area of dedicated public 
land (minus street ROW) per inhabitant.

METRIC THRESHOLD

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE PER INHABITANT 10m2

METRIC THRESHOLD

PUBLIC FACILITY AREA PER INHABITANT 8m2
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5.2 PUBLIC FACILITIES

Ensuring that all people, regardless of their socio-
demographic characteristics, have access to public facilities 
is important for social equity and cohesion. Public facilities 
include cultural spaces (libraries, churches, community 
centres), recreational (gyms, playgrounds, pools), educational 
(schools and training centres), health (hospitals, emergency 
centres) and welfare (social services).

Provision of public facilities is calculated by the sum of the 
area for each type of facility per inhabitant.
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5.4 AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Providing affordable housing is crucial to prevent social 
exclusion. Affordable housing should be located near 
facilities, green spaces and public transport. It should be 
distributed throughout neighbourhoods to encourage social 
relations among diverse groups.

Affordable housing is measured as the percentage of 
dwelling units priced for rent or sale for households with 
incomes up to 30% of the area median income.

5.3 HOUSING DIVERSITY

High dwelling diversity helps to create complete, livable, 
diverse, and resilient communities. Housing diversity is 
measured using the Simpson Diversity Index:

Where n = building area of each selected housing type 
(supportive, non-market, purpose-built rental, and market 
condos) and N = total building area. The resulting diversity 
index is expressed as a value ranging from 0-1, where values 
closer to 1 mean greater diversity. 

METRIC THRESHOLD

SIMPSON’S DIVERSITY INDEX 0.6

METRIC THRESHOLD

% OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING 20%
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Inputs: 21 data points
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Analysis: 17 Indicators and 
associated metrics/thresholds
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Scoring: is based on thresholds 
established in the literature
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EVALUATION TOOL
LESSONS LEARNED

Opportunities

• Evaluating and tracking our progress 
over time can promote innovation and 
advancement

• Establishes a shared vocabularity and 
vision - a shared definition of success

Challenges

• Need to balance depth of evaluation with 
ease of use

• Complexity of urban areas with blurred 
boundaries and overlapping jurisdictions

• Post-occupancy evaluation requires long 
time frames and consistent methodologies

Oakridge Transit Centre Master Plan image credit: perkins+will
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